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2The Historical, Geographical and Anthropological Research School of 
Thanh Ha in the Outer Port of Hue, Vietnam
　Nowadays, the general trend of field research takes a certain 
extent of understanding of the language of the investigation 
target area as its premise. For this investigation, however, as no 
one except for the Vietnamese people involved and me 
understood Vietnamese, our investigation proceeded through 
interpreters. This was an undesirable situation, however, as our 
ICIS members came from different countries (Japan, China, 
Taiwan and Vietnam) and specialize in various subjects (history, 
geography, cultural anthropology, linguistics, archaeology and 
ideology), it was deemed better to take the diversity of our 
members composition as a premise to investigate the villages 
from various perspectives and we thus prosecuted our 
investigation through translation. Certainly, it was almost 
impossible to comprehend the subtle cultural nuances, which 
may come from a participant observation. Based on my long 
experience of living in Vietnam, however, I feel we could not 
have overcome the whole problem just with mastery of the 
language. This time, under the circumstances of both language 
and time limitations, one of the objectives was to understand 
　As part of the ICIS key “Peripheral Project”, from August 11 to September 14, 2008, we conducted 
an investigation in the village area, called Huong Vinh, of the old outer port, and a commercial 
district, both in the suburb of Hue. A practice-based field work for ICIS’s first year doctoral students 
was carried out during the investigation period from August 29 to September 5. Household interviews 
and family hearings, designed by each ICIS researcher, were also conducted in Hue.
　This project, which started with a preparatory course by Prof. Haruo Noma last spring, and 
later proceeded with this field investigation in a place suitable for our cultural interaction studies, is 
becoming a trial run for ICIS’s unique collection and analysis of first-hand source materials.
ICIS Peripheral Project
what kind of investigation was possible and what was not.
　The Huong Vinh villages are located in the northern suburb of 
Hue, the capital city from the Nguyen Lord period in the 
seventeenth century through the Tay Son Dynasty and Nguyen 
Dynasty, and include the hamlets of Thanh Ha, Minh Phuong, 
Dia Linh and Bao Vinh, arranged from north to south on the left 
bank of the Huong River. 
　Hue used to be the residence area of the Cham people. Along 
with the southward advance of the Kinh people (the majority 
people in Vietnam), Hue became a territory belonging to the 
Vietnamese feudal dynasties. Dia Linh was already registered as 
a village name in a sixteenth century document. Then in the 
seventeenth century, Chinese from Fujian and other places 
migrated to Thanh Ha. They built the Tinhau Temple and the 
NISHIMURA Masanari
（Assistant Professor, ICIS）
An Invitation to the Field :
Introduction to the Investigation of Huong Vinh 
Villages in the Old Outer Port, Hue
【The gate of the Tinhau Temple in Minh Huong. 
The iron incense burner was manufactured in 1780.】
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Guan Yu (the God of War) Temple at the two ends of the village. 
The villages of Minh Huong (a general term for the Chinese 
migrants after the fall of the Ming Dynasty) were taking shape 
and turning Hue into a prosperous commercial port. Hizen and 
Chinese ceramics of the seventeenth century unearthed from the 
small-scaled excavations in the Guan Yu Temple area of Dia 
Linh provide evidences of this. It is generally understood, 
however, that from the nineteenth century, the villages of Thanh 
Ha and Minh Huong were losing their port function, and Bao 
Vinh took over as a commercial port.
　Our investigation was mainly focused on a collection of 
documents in Chinese, French and Vietnamese, a geographical 
survey of the land use situation surrounding residence and 
farmland, and anthropological exploration concerning kinship, 
migration, religious faith and occupation through oral interviews.
　Thanks to the enthusiastic cooperation of the Department of 
History at the University of Hue, as our research partner, and the 
local senior villagers, the investigation proceeded fairly 
smoothly. The documentary collections in Thanh Ha and Bao 
Vinh extended to the imperial charters kept in the local religious 
pavilions and temples, genealogical records, epitaphs and 
tombstone inscriptions, temple elegiac addresses and title deeds 
from the French colonial period. 
　The difference among villages can be understood from their 
present landscapes. The Minh Huong village stands by a river. 
Houses and ancestral halls adjoin one another along the river. 
Houses are often built on solid foundations. In the neighboring 
Thanh Ha village, however, houses and their foundations are 
inferior to those in Minh Huong, and quite a few lineage 
members have moved out of the village. This shows the 
disparities of their economic situations. In Dia Linh, the 
handicraft industry, including brick and tile manufacturing, 
earthenware manufacturing, design in mother-of-pearl inlays 
and plastering, is flourishing, giving an impression of liveliness 
as a whole. In Bao Vinh, the atmosphere of a commercial district 
from its ancient mercantile port time remains in its traditional 
houses. This kind of difference among the villages is reflected 
consciously in the life of the residents, for some of whom it is a 
barrier, while others break through the wall of difference by 
marriage or migration. It seems necessary to look into this 
neighborhood as a stage of cultural interaction.
　The investigation via oral interviews last summer centered on 
villagers of Chinese descent in Minh Huong, Chinese 
immigrants in Bao Vinh and Dia Linh, and the Kinh people in 
Thanh Ha. There are families with well-preserved genealogical 
records among both people of Chinese descent and the Kinh 
people. These records of the past 300 years contain not only the 
history of individual lineage, but also constitute important 
materials for understanding the history of the area. Many of the 
Kinh people are descendents of people who immigrated from 
the south end of northern Thanh Hoa. These records also teach 
us the danger of simplistically identifying Chinese immigrants 
with Chinese Vietnamese, as various differences exist among 
both groups in terms of how they identify themselves and in 
their religious faith and participation in native-place 
associations. In addition, there are many interesting points of 
comparison with China; for instance, there are traditional faiths, 
like the Temple of Five Elements, which are rare in China, and 
temples of Chinese descent, such as the Temple of Guan Yu, 
which were transformed into those of the Kinh people.
　The investigation will be continued next year. The general 
field study will also be continued as a project of education and 
research for ICIS. Anyone who is interested is encouraged to 
join us. New vistas for humanities and social studies should 
offer themselves for exploration.
【An old man in a religious pavilion.】
【Hearing research from the old villagers 
at a religious pavilion in Dia Linh.】
【Tran Tien Thanh’s mausoleum (Tran was a government 
official from the prominent Tran family)】
4　Just neighboring to Hue city, used to be the prosperous 
commercial central port all over the Southern Vietnam during 
the 17th-19th century, Huong Vinh village is the historical 
area attracting a numerous scholars and historians. Here, folk 
culture and cultural-historical monuments are still kept well, 
representing the typical characteristics of the village.
　The first time I came to Huong Vinh village, what interested 
me was “bình phong” (a screen), originating from China, in 
front of main gates of either normal houses or important 
cultural-historical works in Huong Vinh village. It performs a 
function of preventing its owners from bad air and 
disadvantages. While “bình phong” is popular in general Hue 
and particularly Huong Vinh village, it rarely appears in other 
regions of Vietnam. Excitingly, in Japan, it is also hard to find 
“bình phong” anywhere but Okinawa. Here, people share the 
same thought with Hue’s people about “bình phong”, which 
they called　“ひんぷん(himpun)”. “Bình phong” in these two 
places are popularly made of bricked-wall, with sculptured or 
painted cover, representing wealthy and high position in a 
society of its owner. Especially, for some Ryukyu’s people, 
“bình phong” is just a line of trees, which I have not seen in 
Hue. In Huong Vinh, the ordinary people own small and 
simple ones, while the ancestral halls of the past local 
mandarins and special cultural works emerged thicker and 
nicer ones. One of the nicest one I have ever seen here is of a 
shrine in Trieu Son Dong village, right in front of a river port 
and a market of this village, decorated with small dragons, 
phoenixes and colorful flowers.
　Besides “bình phong”, “am”, another symbol for a folk 
culture of Hue people, also impresses anyone visiting Huong 
Vinh village. People remain one, two, even three or four “am” 
beside main gates of their houses, to worship for their dead 
young relatives, or, in some cases, for any people died 
suddenly, by an accident or other causes, somewhere near 
their houses. They believe that being worshipped in “am”, 
these people will not come into their house to disturb a life of 
their family. In my city, Hanoi, normally, some people built 
just one “am” on a flat roof of their houses to worship Gods of 
the sky, the earth and also “homeless ghosts”. It, nonetheless, 
is not as easy to realize as that in Hue.
　Essential to say, 
the traces of the once 
residence of Chinese 
merchants, who used 
to held a greatest 
p o w e r  i n  e i t h e r 
foreign or domestic 
trade were imprinted 
in a numerous of 
cultural-historical 
shrines, temples, 
harbors in Huong 
Vinh village, now 
still clearly. Beyond 
the  two  b igges t 
pagodas, Chua Ong 
in  Dia  Linh and 
Chua Ba in Thanh 
Ha, toward Huong 
river, we found out there standing two small gates, the remains of 
the past crowded river ports. We suppose that the important 
Chinese constructions were built corresponding to each old port, 
where numbers of Chinese used to settle in. Interestingly, after 
returning Hue city, we went to Chi Lang, a famous Chinese street 
and felt pleased to hear from some inhabitants that there surely 
was a river port in front of a “Hội quán (Chinese assembly hall)”.
　Actually, the more knowledge and experiences on these 
places I have absorbed, the more attracted I have been. To me, 
the field work to Huong Vinh village in the summer was a 
good chance to explore more an interesting Vietnam, such 
things of my country I hardly obtain by merely short-time 
tourism.
The Historical, Geographical and Anthropological Research School of Thanh Ha in the Outer Port of Hue, Vietnam
Nguyen Thi Ha Thanh
（Research Assistant, ICIS）
Folk - and - Chinese Culture 
in Huong Vinh Village
【A beautiful “bình phong”
 in a shrine of Trieu Son Dong village】
【The two of “Am”, at a house 
in Huong Vinh village】
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SATO Minoru (COE Fellow, ICIS)
　There are two books on physiognomy entitled The Complete 
Collection of Physiognomy, which was allegedly composed by 
Chen Tuan of the Song Dynasty and revised by Yuan Zhongche 
of the Ming Dynasty. Its authenticity, however, is unknown. One 
old edition in Japan was published in 1651. What I have before 
me are a photocopied edition published by Dafu Shuju in Taiwan 
and a Japanese edition entitled An Annotated Complete 
Collection of Physiognomy, revised by Fujiwara Soumei. 
　In the collection, physiognomy is explained by illustrations. 
For example, let us compare the dignified facial appearance and 
the fierce facial appearance in the Chinese and Japanese editions. 
The illustration on the left comes from the Chinese edition, while 
that on the right is from the Japanese. In the Chinese edition, it is 
difficult to distinguish the dignified appearance from the fierce 
one. There is little difference in their looks. There are some 
wrinkles in the forehead of the fierce appearance which show its 
badness. As for how the dignified appearance looks, the book 
explains that it looks like that of an eagle or a tiger which 
frightens away birds and other animals. The illustrations, 
however, reveal no such an atmosphere at all. The fierce 
appearance is that of a violent and inflexible one. The illustrations 
in the book indicate nothing either.
　In contrast to this, the difference is quite obvious in the 
Japanese edition. The dignified appearance has eyes of dignity, 
which inspire awe among people, and an uncanny mouth that 
shows a kind of broad-mindedness. When it comes to clothes, it 
has an official robe. These surely show dignity. As for the fierce 
appearance, it shows a kind of ferocity from the first glance. It 
should not and does not just have a few winkles in the forehead 
as shown in the Chinese edition. A villain reveals himself 
between his eyebrows as shown in the right illustration. 
　Not only these two illustrations, but the illustrations as a whole 
in the Chinese edition are rough and vague and without artistic 
taste. Those in the Japanese edition are detailed and dramatic, 
and look very powerful. Fujiwara Soumei explains: “The old 
illustrations were not good, so they were all replaced.” The 
Japanese edition had to conduct the change. 
　For those who study physiognomy, the Japanese edition is 
surely easier to understand. When I think it over carefully, 
however, I conclude that the illustrations of the Japanese edition 
may have just reproduced dignified or fierce men as they were. Is 
it good to judge a dignified or fierce man merely by what the man 
looks like? Would this not be a place where a physiognomist can 
give full play to his craft?
　As a matter of fact, at the beginning of the collection is a 
chapter entitled “Ten Ways of Physiognomy” (ten ways of 
reading facial features). The ninth one is “laying eyes on voice 
and mind”. It says: “At first not the face but the mind should be 
comprehended. The countenance will become bad under the 
influence of the mind if one has good looks but a bad mind, while 
it will become good under the influence of the mind, even if one 
has a bad look but a good mind.” Therefore, although illustrations 
of dignified and fierce men are present in the collection, one must 
not judge them by their facial features. It is physiognomy, but it 
must not be practiced merely with facial features! This is what 
the Chinese side may have argued.
　Various things can be read from a face. A nose can be likened 
to Mt. Songshan, the River Ji, the Planet Saturn and so on. While 
multiple possibilities would increase the vagueness of a 
physiognomy, they would also enrich it with a variety of choice. 
It is appropriate for the Chinese illustrations not to standardize 
their graphic descriptions, as the looks of an overwhelming 
majority of people are not amenable to standardization. As what I 
wrote previously aroused no response, I would like to say it 
again: Physiognomy is “a business that as far as possible one 
should not practice inflexibly with a peculiar and unique face, 
which is one and only of its kind in the world.”
To Read with the Heart or from the Face? 
– Cultural Interaction through Physiognomy
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Construction of Cultural Interaction Studies I : 
“The Spread of Western Learning into the East” and the Development 
of Modern Scholarship in East Asia 
　On October 24 and 25, 2008, the second ICIS 
international symposium on “Construction of Cultural 
Interaction Studies: The Introduction of Western 
Learning into the East and the Development of Modern 
Scholarship in East Asia” was held at Kansai University. 
Summaries of the speeches and presentations by both 
domestic and overseas researchers are as follows.
October 24, 2008 (Friday)
Keynote Speech
　The scholarship of “Oriental Historical 
Studies” initially came into being in Japan. 
From one major in “Chinese History” in the 
department of “Chinese Studies” at Tokyo 
Imperial University, “Oriental Historical 
Studies”, extended to East Asia, was 
established. Michiyo Naka, the earliest 
advocate of study of Oriental history, 
learned about new research materials for the 
Yuan Dynasty and the achievements of 
European sinologists through conversations and works of literati 
bureaucrats of the Qing Dynasty. He soon translated The Secret History of 
the Yuan Dynasty, a text of Chinese transliteration of Mongolian, into 
Japanese. Exchange of researchers in the field of Yuan history between 
Japan and China continued even during the Taisho period in Japan and the 
early time of the Republic of China. Additionally, European-American 
researchers of the Yuan Dynasty after the 1940’s assimilated the 
achievements of these Japanese and Chinese researchers. Academic 
standards of research into Yuan history have emerged through this kind of 
international exchange.
When The Secret History of the Yuan Dynasty Came 
to Japan : Academic Interaction between Japanese Scholars of the 
Oriental History (Tôyô-shi) and Qing Traditional Historians in the 
Late Meiji and Qing Periods.
NAKAMI Tatsuo
（Professor, Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia 
and Africa, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies）
Section 1
A Look from the West
The Sinology of European Missionaries :
Centering on Athanasius Kircher and Michal Boym
ZHANG Xiping（Director, Research Center of Overseas Sinology, 
Beijing Foreign Studies University）
China in the late Ming Dynasty. It also gave an account of how 
Chinese books, which were introduced by the Jesuits coming to 
China, affected early European Sinology. It made clear that the Jesuits 
played an important role in the history of cultural exchange between 
the East and the West.
　Four scholars, concerned with 
Japanology and Sinology at Leiden 
University, including Siebold and 
Hoffmann, were the subject of 
examination. At the time, there 
were very few people like Siebold 
who had the chance to conduct on-
the-spot research overseas, so 
Hoffmann had to learn various 
languages, including Chinese, in 
order to read the source materials which Siebold had collected 
from Japan. From the example of Leiden University, we know that 
the tradition of mutual learning between Japanese studies and 
Chinese studies was inherited in Europe. Japanologists and 
Sinologists in Continental Europe based their scholarship on 
documents, while their Anglo-American counterparts focused upon 
on-the-spot investigation as the basis of theirs.
　As German Sinologists, who 
s u f f e r e d  f r o m  t h e  N a z i 
persecution, assembled in Beijing, 
the  c i ty  became a  center  of 
German Sinology.  While the 
German Sinologists used scientific 
methods to re-examine Chinese 
documents, the Chinese scholars 
sorted out the ancient Chinese 
learning by using the Western 
subject classification. An “Association of Germans in China” and 
an “Institute for Oriental Studies” were also founded to introduce 
those organizations which made contributions to the development 
of German Sinology. While the German Sinologists introduced 
Sinology research developed in both China and Germany to the 
world by using Western languages, the Chinese scholars introduced 
　Through the analysis of the most 
influential work of Sinology in Europe, 
China Illustrata (1667), the presentation 
examined the academic exchange 
between its author Athanasius Kircher 
and Michal Boym, a Jesuit who came to 
German Sinologists in Beijing during
the Period of the Republic of China
LI Xuetao（Professor, Beijing Foreign Studies University)
Siebold, Hoffmann and Their Disciples :
The Tradition of East Asian Studies at Leiden University
W. J. BOOT（Professor, Leiden University）
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October 25, 2008 (Saturday)
Special Speech
Hunting for Oriental Plants :
Cultural Interaction Studies of Botanical 
Gardens, Plant Hunters, and Horticulturists
Section 2
Perception of “East Asia” in East Asia
Yan Fu and “Science”
SHEN Guowei（Faculty member of ICIS, Kansai University）
Time and the Paradox of the Orient
Stefan TANAKA
（Professor, University of California, San Diego）
the research achievements of German Sinology through Chinese 
books and magazines.
　Since the Age of Great Voyages, 
the custom of transporting non-
European seed plants, bulbous plants 
and seedlings into Europe among 
European noblemen was wide-
spread, with Britain and Holland as 
its centers. Its background was the 
development of herbology and plant 
taxonomy. Robert Fortune, a Scottish 
botanist and representative plant hunter, traveled extensively in 
Japan, China and other areas. As exemplified by the Island of 
Okinoerabujima, there were also cases in which plant hunters 
introduced the cultivation of lily bulbs and then set up export 
production bases for bulbs. Domestic-oriented production bases of 
flowers and plant bulbs were created in a short time, from 
importing overseas plant bulbs.
　With the reception of the modern 
notion of time, how were the Japanese 
concepts  of  the “Orient”  and i ts 
associated field of Oriental studies 
constructed? Inoue Tetsujiro called for 
an Oriental historiography as a reaction 
aga ins t  the  Wes te rn  no t ion  of  a 
backward Japan. Shiratori Kurakichi 
and Naito Konan institutionalized this 
idea as toyoshigaku and shinagaku. Although they created an East 
that paralleled the development of the West, they could not get rid 
of the stigma of a “backward Orient”. Tsuda Sokichi regarded the 
concept of the “Orient” itself as a fixed notion of history. He 
distinguished History (rekishi) from history (shigaku). History 
fixed the past and became ahistorical. On the other hand, history 
emphasized process, multi-vocity and non-linear change. Tsuda 
Sokichi had an insight into the limitation of understanding 
“Oriental history” through the modern notion of “time”.
　During Yan Fu’s over two decades of 
writing, the Chinese were systematically 
absorbing Western knowledge of 
humanities and natural sciences. It was 
also a time of attaining the modernization 
of the Chinese language. Yan’s works 
were strongly influenced by the historical 
e n v i r o n m e n t  o f  t h e  t i m e .  T h i s 
presentation summarized Yan’s attitudes 
towards science on the following five points: (1) science was a 
knowledge system replacing Chinese learning, (2) the search for truth 
was a tool of intellectual training, (3) scientific method was not 
deduction, but hypothetical proof by induction, (4) academic 
vocabulary was the essential foundation of science, and (5) it was 
important to create a relationship between Western learning and 
Chinese learning.
　Prior to the Qing Dynasty, the rulers 
of the Middle Kingdom had no sense of 
territory and domain that could be 
distinguished by borderlines. The 
modern notion of territory and domain 
relating to national states took shape 
during the Qing Dynasty. The main 
reasons for this can be divided broadly 
into internal and external ones. The 
internal reasons were: (1) the fact that in contacts between Chinese 
and barbarians (non-Chinese) during the reigns of Kangxi and 
Qianlong, boundaries were obscured, and the difference between 
Chinese and non-Chinese was replaced by that of the domain of 
Chinese and foreigners, and (2) the notion of territory and domain 
which was embodied in the compilations of The Nationwide Annals 
of the Qing Dynasty. The external ones were: (1) the effects of the 
Treaty of Nerchinsk and the Treaty of Kyakhta; (2) the introduction 
and reception of Western geographic knowledge by Jesuit 
missionaries; and (3) the development of historical geography since 
the mid-Qing Dynasty. The notion of territory was formed and 
shared through these processes, and became the foundation of the 
founding of the Republic of China as a modern nation-state.
The Change of Notion of Territory and
Domain in the Qing Dynasty
ZOU Yilin（Professor, Fudan University）
NOMA Haruo（Faculty member of ICIS, Kansai University）
8　On June 28, 2008, ICIS held the Second ICIS International Forum, “A New 
Approach to Naito Konan : From a Viewpoint of Cultural Interaction Studies” in the 
seminar space on the 4th floor of Ibunkan, Kansai University. The speakers and their 
speech contents are as follows.
The Second ICIS
International Forum
A New Approach to Naito Konan :
From a Viewpoint of Cultural Interaction Studies
I C I S
　On the process of developing modern 
academics in East Asia, there had been 
intense communication on academics 
among several regions. Naito Konan is the 
key person to understand the academic 
communication in East Asia at modern era. 
It is necessary to make the “Naito Bunko”, 
which is owned by Kansai University 
Library, available to public. Until now, 
Kansai  Univers i ty  publ i shed  three 
inventories of books from Naito Bunko; however, there are 
numbers of documents (most of them are letters and manuscripts) 
which are not open to public. Now we are digitalizing the letters as 
a project in order to keep those documents from corrupting. 
Through analyzing those digitalized materials, we can understand 
the academic networks of Naito Konan. 
Keynote Report
　Based on the research of Naito Konan’s speech in 1931 at the 
inauguration of the Eastern Cultural League, director TAO talked 
about Konan’s perspectives on the western civilization. The 
Eastern Cultural League was a goodwill organization which 
aimed at mutual understanding and prosperous coexistence among 
the nations in Asia.  Especially, their interest of the cultural 
　There wasn’t any article focusing on 
“Dunhuang manuscripts” which were 
written by Naito Konan; however, he 
was the leading person of development 
and popularity of “Dunhuang studies” in 
Japan from the discovery of “Dunhuang 
manuscripts”. In the lecture, two periods 
of Naito Konan’s work on collecting 
“ D u n h u a n g  m a n u s c r i p t s ”  w e r e 
introduced. The first period is about the 
end of Meiji period, it was the time that the news of discovering 
“Dunhuang manuscripts” reached to Japan, and “Dunhuang 
program for India was notable.  In the 
background of this, there were business 
circles in Osaka which had noticed the 
importance of the market in India and 
the Middle East. Like Shimizu Ginzo, 
there were some people who criticized 
the utilitarianism, and sought fair trade 
and commerce which were based on 
the reconciliation in Asia. Naito Konan 
had been advocating the advance of 
eastern culture. By delivering lectures based on perspectives of 
solidarity among Asian nations, he eventually established his 
position as a spiritual leader of the league. In Naito Konan’s 
speech, he criticized the Anglo-American Cultures and the 
modern society by denouncing the absurdity of British control 
toward India and pointing out the impasse of political and 
economical organization in modern.  He tried to find the 
alternative way in the traditional Asian culture.
On Digitalization of Naito Konan’s 
Documents and Its Opening to the Public
FUJITA Takao
（Deputy director of ICIS, Kansai University）
Naito Konan’s View of Western Civilization :
 Focusing on the Speech at the Inauguration of Eastern 
Cultural League
TAO Demin
（Director of ICIS, Kansai University）
Naito Konan’s Dunhuangology
TAKATA Tokio
（Professor, Institute for Research in Humanities, Kyoto University）
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　Quite a number of articles 
which were not contained in the 
complete works of Naito Konan 
are introduced in its volume 14. 
Why those articles were not 
conta ined in  h is  complete 
works? And what is the reason 
they were introduced in its 
volume 14? There is a wide 
range of variation in terms of the publishing date of those articles 
which were not contained in Naito’s complete works. Moreover, 
those were not the articles which were under certain level of 
academic standard because several of those articles were published 
in scholarly journals. In sum it is not comprehensible why those 
articles were not contained in his complete works.
Special Speech
Panel 1: The Formation and Historical 
 Background of Konan’s Scholarship
　By referring to the textbook which was composed by Naito 
Konan, the feature of Konan’s academic thoughts was explained. 
With a bird’s eye-view on the 
whole Chinese society while 
observing the current of changes, 
Konan’s effort on the analysis of 
the Tang-Song transition bore 
fruit. Moreover, Konan regarded 
the study on Chinese history as 
one kind of method to understand 
the whole world as long as Chinese history is one typical model 
　Naito Konan’s theory on how to divide the 
eras of Chinese history was focused. In 1872, 
the history textbook Summary of History 
(Shiryaku) edited by Naka Michitaka was 
divided into three parts: Japan, China, and the 
West. And the traditional point of view about 
historical study carried on in the Chinese part 
of this textbook. Naito Konan refuted that 
sinology of Edo period (including ancient study <Kogaku> and 
paleography) and the evidential learning in Qing Dynasty also represent 
one kind of realistic approach. He also shows his admiration of the 
positivism based on resource-collecting method and the objective 
thinking tradition in these studies while criticizing on the national study 
(Kokugaku). As an adopted child of Naka Michitaka, Naka Michiyo, 
who carried on the tradition of sinology while learning the western 
method of historiography, completed his General History of China 
(Shina Tsuushi). However, he also failed to get into the core of the study 
on changes in Chinese history via re-dividing the eras. On the other 
hand, Naito Konan advocated resetting division of eras based on a 
developing point of view. And it was also covered the study of Japanese 
history and Western history according to Konan’s thinking.
Studies” was established then. And Naito who had just accepted the 
job at  Kyoto Universi ty also contributed greatly to i ts 
establishment. The second period is the end of Taisho period, it was 
the time just before Naito’s retirement. The process of his 
investigation for Dunhuang Manuscripts in England and France 
was reported with Naito’s letter which was preserved in Kansai 
University. After coming back to Japan, Naito swiftly used the 
newly discovered materials in his lectures at the university. It 
serves as an evidence for us to confirm the effect of “Dunhuang 
manuscripts” on Naito’s studies. The relations between unshaped 
Dunghuang Studies and the data studies in Naito himself still 
require further consideration.
of World history. Konan’s academic attitude distinguished him 
from the general as for his independent thinking which does not 
blindly believe in the western standards and his endeavors to 
grasp the nature.
　Dr. Takagi examined the feature of the 
historical idea of Naito Konan in terms of 
his research subjects, historical materials, 
epistemology and rhetorical expression. He 
also investigated how Naito had acquired 
such ideas and scholarly skills. As for the 
components that lay down behind Naito's 
historical idea, Dr. Takagi indicates four 
points as follows; 1) consciousness of government, 2) viewpoints 
of change that observe the materials objectively, 3) idea of cross-
cultural understanding with which he understood his subjects from 
their own perspective with sympathy and compassion, 4) his quality 
Dimension of Naito Konan’s Thoughts
TANIGAWA Michio
（Professor Emeritus, Kyoto University）
Formation of Naito’s History and its Feature
TAKAGI Satomi
（Professor, Yamaguchi University）
On the Unrecorded Documents in the 
Complete Works of Naito Konan
Joshua FOGEL
（Professor, York University）
From Sinology to Oriental Study (Touyoushi) : 
on Naito Konan’s Position in Historical Study 
Field of Japan’s Modern Period
YOSHIMORI Kensuke
（Professor, Tokushima University）
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A New Approach to Naito Konan-From a Viewpoint of Cultural Interaction Studies
　Prof. Yoshimori pointed out in his 
presentation that Naito Konan’s views on 
“modern history”, “reform in the Tang and 
Song periods” and “Oriental history” were 
formed, on the one hand, under the strong 
influence of his colleagues Uchida and Hara, 
and, on the other hand, in opposition to the 
theory of “civilization and enlightenment” put 
forward by Fukuzawa Yukichi and others. In a sense, they were formed 
through “fighting on two fronts”. Though his points are interesting; it is 
not clear how Konan’s concept of “culture” absorbed that of “science”, 
which was the core of “civilization” at the time. Prof. Takagi’s 
presentation analyzed four aspects of Konan’s academic methodology. 
The aspect of “the spirit of the times” described symbolically by Konan 
should be distinguished from the general “spirit of the times” of each 
age. Furthermore, it is interesting to indicate that Konan’s understanding 
of different cultures originated from the “adversity” he faced as a loser. 
There is still room, however, for investigation of what kind of 
universality and peculiarity the “diversity” holds, as well as how to 
compare them with other cases in this regard.
and obsession as an artist which tried to understand and express the 
cosmology of his subjects and his insides. Dr. Takagi adds three 
more features. That is; Naito’s in-depth understanding of Chinese 
and Japanese history, profound knowledge of content and method 
of his scholarly ancestors, and his intellectual curiosity and 
ambitious. He concludes that it was these components that 
supported the great tradition of Naito’s history which had been 
unsurpassed by his scholarly descendants.
　Dr. Qian examined the contents, 
achievements, and backgrounds of 
Naito Konan’s documentary search 
which he conducted ten times in 
China. Konan went on documentary 
search to Manchuria to look for 
Manmengwen zangjing. During his 
stay in China not only he collected a 
lot of materials in Fengtian Gugong, he got better acquainted with 
some Chinese scholars such as Luo Zhenyu, Wen Tingshi and Shen 
Zengzhi. Dr. Qian also identified the academic significance and 
cultural features of Naito’s documentary search. While his 
documentary search in China could open a new page for Japanese 
academia, his activities reflected the tendency of Japanese foreign 
policy. Without the great support from Japanese government, his 
documentary search would not have achieved a success.
　Dr. Takagi tried to figure out the image 
of Oriental history depicted by Naito 
Konan by analyzing his textbooks of 
Oriental history of secondary schools, 
particularly “the Revised Edition of New 
Oriental History for Second and Third 
Graders”. Exploring Naito’s images of 
Oriental History from the viewpoint of the 
cultural interaction history is to understand the function of two main 
cultural hegemony of historical development, to figure out the feature 
of each era, and to understand his textbook. In his textbook, Naito had 
clearly described the feature of each era and reflected his idea of 
Oriental history.
　Naito Konan was born in Kazuno city, 
Akita. He was conducting research 
activities with Arao Sei in China when he 
was working as a journalist. Munakata 
Kotaro and Ishikawa Goichi, who were the 
countrymen with Konan, gathered people 
who were malcontented with Qing dynasty 
and stimulated their political activity. This 
might have a large impact on Naito’s 
activities in China. At the same time, Dr. Osato pointed out the 
importance of comparison with the other textbooks of Oriental history 
in the same period or those of Chinese history in China.
Comment
HAZAMA Naoki
（Professor, Kyoto Sangyo University）
Comment
OSATO Hiroaki
（Professor, Kanagawa University）
The Image of Oriental History in Naito 
Konan’s Secondary Textbook of Oriental 
History
TAKAGI Naoko
（Part-time lectuner, Yamaguchi University）
A Study on NAITO Konan’s Documentary 
Search in China
QIAN Wanyue
（Professor, Beijing Language and Culture University）
Panel 2: The Characteristics of Konan’s Images 
of Chinese History and Oriental History
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Part Two
The World of Tea Seen through Foam :
The Culture of Okinawa Buku-buku Tea
OTSUKI Yoko（Research Assistant,ICIS）
　In prewar Okinawa, there was a tea called buku-buku tea made 
as follows: put roast rice water drawn with Sanpin or other tea 
into a big wooden bowl (called a buku-buku bowl), and then stir 
the mixture with a big tea whisk to make foam. Serve the foam in 
a bowl with tea and a bit of rice. Eat the foam from the top. This 
is buku-buku tea.
　Buku-buku tea was one 
type of furi tea, which 
used to be widespread 
across Japan. Although 
there is no established 
theory about the origin 
and history of buku-buku 
tea, it has been confirmed 
that the tea was recorded 
as Buku-buku ja in Nanto 
Y a e g a k i ,  w h i c h 
documents the Ryukyu 
dialect of the first half of 
the Meiji period. 
　Buku-buku tea once disappeared in Okinawa after the war. In 
the mid-1950’s, Masako Niijima and Junko Ashitomi, who were 
interested in the tea, started to restore the spectacle of people 
drinking it in Naha during the periods of Meiji, Taisho and early 
Showa. What has been restored, based upon research into the 
hardness of water, is buku-buku tea filling a bowl which has a bit 
of rice in its bottom and which has a head of foam like soft ice-
cream. 
　There is an anecdote about the foam of buku-buku tea as it was 
restored by Niijima and Ashitomi. A person who was in charge of 
taking a picture of a kimono but had failed to find a model was 
served buku-buku tea by chance. In an atmosphere of tension, the 
person involuntarily let out an explosive sigh. The sigh instantly 
blew the foam off and thus changed the atmosphere completely. 
After that, the person found a model and had the photograph 
taken without further incident. There is no accompanying 
etiquette for the restored buku-buku tea. It is served as a daily tea 
for relaxing an atmosphere of tension. In 1992, the Association 
for Preservation of Traditional Okinawa Buku-buku Tea was 
founded by Niijima, Ashitomi and others. The meeting called for 
inheriting the tradition of buku-buku tea with its high head of 
foam rather than merely riding on the wave of its temporary 
popularity among tourists. 
　On the other hand, there are people who are aiming at 
promoting the tea to the status of a tea ceremony. The Society of 
Akeshino treats the tea not only as an aspect of Okinawan life 
culture, but also as a tea culture which was used to entertain 
Chinese envoys and others in the Ryukyu Kingdom. The 
ceremony of buku-buku tea lies in its formalized manner of 
making tea. The foam is put into a lacquered bowl with tea, but 
without a high head of foam. Rice, which has been popular since 
the Meiji period, is also excluded. The Society of Akeshino is 
aiming at exploring the history of buku-buku tea as a part of 
Okinawan culture, as well as inheriting and promoting it with its 
history and artistry from the Ryukyu Kingdom. 
　When you walk along the streets of Naha, you will see 
teahouses serving buku-buku tea. Its foam is also used in buku-
buku coffee to promote Okinawan drinks in general. Buku-buku 
tea is often taken up recently in TV programs as Okinawan tea. 
Since its restoration by Niijima and Ashitomi, buku-buku tea has 
become an ever-developing tea culture embracing a broad 
understanding of Okinawa.
【Buku-buku tea 
with a soft ice cream-like foam】
【A tea ceremony with buku-buku tea】
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Activity Reports
《　Faculty Seminars　》
The 11th Faculty Seminar on June 13, 2008
“Regarding the Development of the Discipline 
of Cultural Interaction Studies – Suggestions 
from Young Researchers”
　Suggestions were offered by young researchers concerning what 
kind of research we should do under the reseach field of cultural 
interaction studies. Mr. Nishimura proposed establishing a model 
for cultural interaction and, furthermore, bringing research forward 
by using more of the peripheral approach. He also indicated that 
the ICIS bulletin should be made more widely available to the 
outside world beyond the university. Mr. Sato talked about the 
possibility of sharing a common methodology when doing similar 
joint research. Mr. Shinohara explored a research method more 
suitable for cultural interaction studies which combined the form 
and methodology of interdisciplinary research. Mr. Hino indicated 
the problems of making good use of databases, and pressed for a 
reconsideration of database building itself. From the perspective of 
cultural anthropology, Mr. Kimura pointed out the necessity of 
being accurate in use of concepts such as “cultural interaction” and 
“center versus periphery”, and of relativizing the discipline of each 
researcher. Mr. Okamoto indicated the importance of non-literature 
documents after mentioning the difference between cultural 
communication and cultural interaction. He also proposed setting 
up more forums for exchanging ideas. Mr. Yu discussed the 
possibility of connecting accumulated research from individual 
cases with cultural interaction studies, through investigation not 
only of the result but also of the process of interaction. 
The faculty seminars held from April to July of 
2008 are as follows.
The 12th Faculty Seminar on June 20, 2008
The 13th Faculty Seminar on July 18, 2008
LU Yan （Associate Professor of History, University 
of New Hampshire）
“Racial Hierarchy's Critique and Critique's Limit: 
‘Acculturation’ as an Analytical Construct in 
Social Science and History”
　The speech delivered by Dr. Lu Yan was about the acculturation 
of immigrants and the related classical documents and researches. 
She also mentioned three cases; the discrimination against the 
Jewish immigrants who migrated from East Europe to the US 
because of the oppression in their own countries, the cultural and 
linguistic acculturations in Japanese Hawaiian community, and the 
identity and adaptation problems of the marginalized Japanese 
Brazilians in Japan. Through those cases, Dr. Lu clarified the 
impossibility of drawing a clear line between different cultures and 
reemphasized the interactivity and plurality of cultural 
acculturation.
FUJITA Takao 
(Deputy Director, ICIS, Kansai University)
“Again on the Object and Method of Cultural 
Interaction Studies – Based on an Arrangement 
and Advice from Yoshiko Oda”
　The subject of systematizing cultural interaction studies was 
discussed following the lead of how historiography has responded 
to what religion proposed regarding the possibility of cultural 
interaction studies. As for the study of mutual relationships within 
the same culture, the necessity of paying attention to the 
relationship between literate and non-literate cultures and the 
difference and quality of cultures coexisting socially and 
geographically was reconfirmed. Regarding the unification of 
diachronic (historical) study and synchronic study, it was said that 
the conception of cultural interaction studies started a search for a 
new historiography theory. The urgent necessity of advancing 
typification for constructing an overview of cultural interaction and 
accurately positioning individual studies in this discipline was also 
pointed out. Lastly, in regard to how to integrate the concept of 
“culture” in other academic disciplines into the “culture” of cultural 
interaction studies, a suggestion was put forward to go back to the 
beginning and consider how best to reflect the autonomy and 
activity of human beings in the concept of “culture”.
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Publications❖
＊AZUMA Juji,
　NIKAIDO Yosihiro（editors）
『東アジアの儀礼と宗教』
（関西大学アジア文化交流研究叢刊
第3輯・雄松堂出版・2008年８月・
425頁）
＊AKIYAMA Motohide,
　KINDA Akihiro, 
　TAKAHASHI Seiichi, 
　MIZOGUCHI Tsunetoshi, 
　YAMADA Makoto（editors）
『アジアの歴史地理２
　都市と農地景観』
（朝倉書店・2008年２月・366頁）
《　Educational Situation in ICIS　》
　In September, 2008, 3 master’s degree program students have 
been admitted to East-Asian Cultural Interaction Studies Course, 
the Cultural Interaction Studies major. At the same time, our 
laboratories have been moved to the new building. Based on our 
Multi-language education program and Interdisciplinary education 
program, East-Asian Cultural Interaction Studies Course offer 
varied seminars and lectures. In addition to our regular classes, we 
hold lectures by external lecturers. Through these lectures, we can 
offer opportunities to make our students’ academic skills wider and 
develop their skills of foreign languages.
　As a part of our Peripheral Area Project, we held lectures on June 
2nd and 30th, 2008. As lecturers, we invited Dr. SUENARI Michio, 
former professor, the University of Tokyo and Toyo University, and 
Dr. MIO Yuko, Research Institute of Language and Cultures of 
Asia and Africa, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies. Dr. 
SUENARI’s title was “Review and Prospect of the Anthropological 
Studies on Vietnam: The Case of Central Vietnam”, and Dr. MIO’s 
title was “Historical Research and Studies on Overseas Chinese: 
From the Case Studies of Hoi An, Vietnam”. 
　In July 6th, the research group of Bridgewater State College 
visited Kansai University. ICIS, Center for International Affairs, 
and Graduate School of Letters jointly hosted the international 
seminar “America and East Asia: Cultural Interchange since the 
Mid-19th Century” with them. Program was done in English only, 
and our graduate students listened to lectures intensively to improve 
their English skills. In 15th to 16th of June, we held English 
seminar for graduate students of Cultural Interaction Studies at the 
Rokko-Sanso, a seminar house of Kansai University. This seminar 
was aimed to improve students’ skill of communicating academic 
information in English. In the seminar, various programs were held 
in English, such as discussion about current news. And it was also a 
good opportunity for ICIS members and students to get to know 
and understand each other. 
＊MATSUURA Akira
『東アジア海域の海賊と琉球』
（琉球弧叢書・榕樹書林・2008年11
月・337頁）
＊MATSUURA Akira
　（Chinese translation by
　 PIEN Feng-kwei）
『東亞海域與臺灣的海盜』
（博揚文化事業有限公司[台北]・
2008年11月・251頁）
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Personnel Changes❖
Ms. SUN Qing was appointed COE-PD (Post Doctoral Fellow) starting from October 1, 2008.
Mr. WANG Zhenping (Associate Professor, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore)
　was invited as a COE Visiting Professor from December 1, 2008 to February 28, 2009.
Mr. HIRANO Kenichiro (the Professor Emeritus, the University of Tokyo, and Waseda University) 
　was invited as a COE Visiting Professor from December 1, 2008 to February 28, 2009.
Scheduled Events❖
　ICIS has the following upcoming events:
○International Conference:
　“Commonality and Regionality in the Cultural Heritage of East Asia” (tentative title)
 Time: May 9, 2009 (Saturday) to May 10, 2009 (Sunday)
 Place: Colombia University (Barnard College)
○ Congress for Founding the Society for East Asian Cultural Interaction Studies and the  
First Annual Meeting
 Time: June 26, 2009 (Friday) to June 27, 2009 (Saturday)
 Place: Kansai University
Academic Exchange Agreement❖
○ Chinese Studies Institute and BK (Brain Korea) 21 China-Japan Language Culture Training & 
Research Center of Korea University
　On July 14, 2008, ICIS has concluded the treaties on academic interaction with the Chinese Studies Institute and BK (Brain Korea) 21 
China-Japan Language Culture Training & Research Center of Korea University. With agreements, the institutions will work cooperatively 
to promote various programs on cultural interaction studies.
○College of Liberal Arts, National Taiwan University
　On October 29, 2008, ICIS has concluded the agreements on academic interaction with College of Liberal Arts, National Taiwan 
University (NTU). Under this agreement, the institutions establish their overseas liaison office in each other's institution and work 
cooperatively to promote various programs on cultural interaction studies.
○Center of Japanese Studies, Korea University
　On November 21, 2008, ICIS has concluded the 
agreements on academic interaction with Center of 
Japanese Studies, Korea University. Under this 
agreement, the institutions establish their overseas 
liaison office in each other's institution and work 
cooperatively to promote various programs on 
cultural interaction studies.
○Korean Studies Advancement Center
　On December 10, 2008, ICIS has concluded the 
agreements on academic interaction with Korean 
Studies Advancement Center. Under this agreement, 
the both institutes will work cooperatively to promote 
cultural interaction studies on East Asian culture 
including Confucianism by jointly holding seminars 
and international symposiums on Confucianism and 
Shoin Studies.
【The ceremony of the agreement on academic interaction with the 
Center of Japanese Studies, Korea University on November 21.】
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Solicitation of Submissions for the Bulletins of 
the Global COE Institute for Cultural Interaction 
Studies (ICIS)
About the Cover Photograph
Editor’s Note
　Bronislaw Malinowski, the father of modern anthropology, 
recorded his displeasure with the people who were objects of his 
survey in plain words in his diary. He called them “stupid savages in 
it”. How could he have conducted his survey on that small island of 
New Guinea with such a feeling of disgust? That is because living in 
a different culture uncomfortable to one’s body will raise sensibility 
for that different culture and relativize that person’s own culture.
　The fieldwork in Hue is the central piece of this issue. It was 
hoped that the doctoral candidates would write down what they had 
felt and learned in an essay style. The result, however, ran counter to 
our expectation. We challenges were confronted with such a big task 
as an educational program. 
　Lu Xun once said that “confusion starts with being literate”. It 
is surely important to have the ability to read classics and store up 
knowledge. We should, however, learn more from our fieldwork. 
Like children who “often listen to people chatting”, we should be 
attentive to what the people in our fieldwork have said, as sensitivity 
for a different culture can be fostered through the interaction of 
cultures of different people. 
（Editor : KIMURA Mizuka）
　ICIS is accepting submissions meeting the following 
criteria for inclusion in its bulletin, the Journal of East Asian 
Cultural Interaction Studies.
　On September 9, 2008, I visited the family of 
Grandpa Vo Ngon in the village of Huong Vinh to 
attend a Hiep Ky ─a ceremony honoring dead 
ancestors collectively. A few days before the 
ceremony, the Vo family went to visit their ancestral 
graves. The relatives from the neighborhood 
gathered to pull the newly growing weeds off the 
graves. Speaking of Grandpa Vo Ngon he visited the 
ancestral graves one by one, and burned incense at 
those neighboring graves with no blood tie. The 
Hiep Ky was attended not only by relatives from the 
same village and its neighborhood, but also by 
relatives from faraway southern Vietnam. Rice, 
meat, wine and paper cloths were offered for each 
ancestor enshrined in the ancestral temple. A table 
set with food was put outside the ancestral temple to 
feed those wandering “ghosts” with no worshipping 
descendents. A dinner started after each member of 
the gathering lineage worshipped at both the altar in 
the temple and the table outside. This photograph 
was taken at the dinner. Offerings for the ancestors 
have been left on the dining table. Side by side with 
the rice and meat on the table are baguette. The era 
of French colonization still extends its influence, 
even on ancestral worship. 
⑴Manuscript
Articles, research notes and other contributions relating to East 
Asian cultural interaction
⑵Languages
Japanese: Up to 20,000 characters
Chinese: Up to 12,000 characters
English: Up to 4,000 words
⑶Notes
　a．Please attach a 150-word English abstract.
　b．Please send submissions as Microsoft Word files.
　c．Please include notes in footnote form.
　d． Please include references in footnotes rather than as a 
separate list.
　e． Please include any figures or tables within the word count 
restrictions listed above.
⑷Regarding digitization of manuscripts and their posting to 
the public, please note that authorization is granted to ICIS 
upon publication of the manuscript.
⑸Address inquiries concerning submission deadlines and 
other information to:
　　3-3-35 Yamate-cho, Suita-shi, Osaka 564-8680 Japan
　　Journal of East Asian Cultural Interaction Studies Editing 
Committee
　　Kansai University Institute for Cultural Interaction Studies
　　e-mail: icis@jm.kansai-u.ac.jp
［Photo : KIMURA Mizuka］
English Translator : Dr. ZHAO Jian
Professor, University of Tokiwakai Gakuen
(Coverpage, p.2-3, p.5-7, p.10-12, p.15)
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